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Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) measure the faint flashes of Cherenkov light emitted by air-showers that are produced when charged particles or gamma rays hit the atmosphere.
Therefore, the atmosphere above the IACT is an integral part of the detector. Variations in the
performance of the IACT itself, but also changes in the absorption and scattering of Cherenkov
light due to clouds or dust affect the interpretation of measured signals. Therefore, information
about the status of the full system is crucial to combine measurements from different time periods.
The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) is using for the first time solid state photosensors
(so-called G-APDs or SiPM) to measure the flashes of Cherenkov light. Based on the stability of
these sensors, we showed in the past that it is possible to identify the existence of strong clouds or
calima when measuring the intrinsically constant flux of cosmic ray particles at different trigger
levels. This necessitated dedicated measurements, preventing normal data taking in parallel. We
have now improved the method to use instead those cosmic ray events that are recorded during
normal data taking as dominant background. By applying a fixed virtual trigger threshold in
software, we measure the rate of charged cosmic ray particles. A deviation from the expected flux
allows to identify data sets with reduced performance of the complete system in quasi real-time,
without the need for any additional device.
Applying the method to a data set when one of the 30 mirror tiles of FACT was missing, we show
that a change of total yield of the Cherenkov light by few percent can be identified within few
minutes of standard data taking. This nicely demonstrates that the hadron rate determined from
standard data taking with FACT can be used for monitoring of the data quality.
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1. Introduction

2. The Method
Instead of using auxiliary devices to monitor the data quality, we develop a passive method
that is based only on standard IACT data taking. The flux of high energy cosmic ray particles in
the TeV energy range detectable by FACT is known to be constant and isotropic[5]. Therefore, the
measured rate is expected to be constant for a given pointing direction of the telescope. As we have
shown in [6], performing so-called trigger ratescans are an ideal tool to monitor the performance of
the complete system. For this, the rate of triggered events is recorded versus the trigger threshold.
Setting the threshold high enough, the amount of accidental triggers induced by photons of the
night sky background can be neglected and the measured rate is only due to air-showers induced
by high energetic charged cosmic ray particles1 . A significant reduction in the measured trigger
1 The

amount of charged cosmic ray particles is orders of magnitude higher than the amount of gamma-rays even
when observing the brightest sources. Therefore, gamma-ray contamination is negligible.
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The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT)[1] is pioneering the usage of solid state photo
sensors (usually called SiPM or G-APD). The camera consists of 1440 pixels, each formed by a
solid light guide and a 3x3 mm2 sensor chip of type Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-33-50C. The data
acquisition electronics is fully integrated into the camera body. It is mounted on a refurbished old
HEGRA telescope with a mirror area of about 9.5 m2 . Since the installation in October 2011 at the
Canary Island La Palma, FACT is taking data whenever observation conditions permit.
When a high energetic charged cosmic ray particle or gamma-ray hits the atmosphere, it produces an extended air-shower consisting of several 1000 to billions of secondary particles, depending on the energy of the primary particle. Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) like
FACT observe the faint flashes of Cherenkov light emitted by these secondary particles. The evolution of the air-shower and the transmission of Cherenkov light is influenced by the atmosphere.
Therefore, the atmosphere above the telescope is integral part of the detector.
An important step in analyzing IACT data is to check the data quality. Hardware issues with
the telescope as well as clouds, dust and aerosols in the atmosphere can significantly alter the
Cherenkov yield, i.e. the number of Cherenkov photons measured from a given air-shower. There
exist several auxiliary devices that help to qualify the atmosphere, like cameras that monitor the
extinction of star light or measure the number of visible stars to see clouds, or Pyrometers to
measure the temperature of the sky to identify clouds. But it is not sufficient to identify e.g. the
existence of a cloud above the IACT. A high altitude cloud can obscure the stars and change the sky
temperature, but for air-showers evolving mainly below that cloud, the transmission of Cherenkov
light is hardly affected. Lidars measure laser light reflected in different altitudes and are therefore
better suited to qualify the atmosphere. Nevertheless, they have the drawback that the photosensors
of IACT cameras are also sensitive to this laser light. In the case of FACT, the high rate of fake
events induced by the nearby Lidar of MAGIC [3] can saturate the readout electronics. Therefore, a
special electronics had to be developed by MAGIC and FACT to veto the FACT trigger in case of a
laser shot. For a large IACT array like the future CTA[4], where individual sub-arrays might point
towards different sky regions, the necessity for operation of several Lidars can be challenging.
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3. Choosing the Virtual Trigger Threshold
It is crucial to keep the performance of the camera as stable as possible. As shown in [2], the
FACT camera is self-calibrating and can be kept very stable without the need for any auxiliary calibration device. It is only necessary to adjust the voltage applied to the sensors to their temperature
and DC current.
Atrig should be chosen high enough that accidental triggers are negligible under all observational conditions, but low enough to have a reasonably high counting rate to reduce statistical
fluctuations. For this study, we use Atrig = 700 mV, corresponding to about 70 recorded photons
on nine adjacent pixels within few ns 3 .
All data taken with FACT from the main observation targets (Crab Nebula, Mrk421, Mrk501,
1ES1959) until end of 2016 fulfilling very soft cuts are used in this study. These cuts are:
• Exclude data taken before June 2014, since there were minor modifications in the calculation
of the voltage to be applied to the sensors before March 2014. This results in slightly different
gain and therefore different Amax for a given event. Data in March/April 2014 were taken with
same voltage conditions, but the reflector was missing one out of 30 mirror tiles.
• Exclude runs with a duration less than 4 minutes. Normal data runs have a duration of 5
minutes, except during twilight operations where duration of a run is limited to 1 minute
to better handle the very fast variation of ambient light conditions. This cut removes the
twilight runs and the few runs that were aborted due to data taking problems.
• Exclude runs with a deadtime > 15%. This removes mainly those runs affected by MAGIC
Lidar when the veto was not operational4 . Deadtimes are taken into account when calculating
rates.
Figure 1 shows the virtual trigger rate for Atrig = 700 mV versus the zenith angle of the observation. A clear band is visible that represents the standard performance of the detector. Individual
2 Since

the readout electronics of FACT can introduce rare spikes, Amax is requested to have a duration of at least
two nanoseconds.
3 The signal shape in has during about 3 ns an amplitude > 95% of the maximum amplitude calibrated to 10 mV [2].
4 FACT readout has an intrinsic deadtime less than 0.3%, but it can reach several % if the MAGIC Lidar has to be
vetoed and can fully saturate while the Lidar is operated without veto.
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rate therefore indicates a reduced Cherenkov yield. This can be identified in quasi-real time. The
main issue with this method is that (at least with the trigger electronics of FACT) it is necessary to
interrupt data taking to perform such a ratescan, needing precious observation time. Therefore, we
have improved the method to use only standard data taking. While the electronics of FACT does
not deliver detailed trigger information for each individual event, it is easy possible to reconstruct
this. The FACT trigger is a simple analogue sum of the signal amplitude of nine adjacent pixels
[1]. A similar adding can be done for a recorded event and the maximum amplitude Amax been
searched in this event 2 . This event would have been recorded for any trigger setting Atrig less than
Amax . It is now possible to emulate a virtual ratescan, using all the recorded events of a data set and
counting for different virtual trigger setting how many events have an Amax ≥ Atrig .
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runs have significantly reduced rate, indicating a reduced Cherenkov yield. The red curve shows a
preliminary cut to indicate bad runs below the line. The shape of the curve is based on an educated
guess and the zenith dependence of the cut is taken as
4.5 × (cos(1.1 × z) + 1.1 × sin(2 × z)3 )
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Figure 1: Distribution of the virtual trigger rate in dependence of the zenith distance. Each point corresponds
to a five minute run. The red line is a preliminary cut to distinguish between good and bad runs. The source
1ES1959 culminating ≈ 35◦ seems strongly affected by worse atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the virtual trigger rate against the DC current that is correlated with the amount of
ambient light. Each dot corresponds to a five minute run measured with a zenith distance < 40◦ .
5A

better description of the shape based on scientific assumptions can be found in [7].
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with z being the zenith distance in radians 5 .
Up to a zenith distance of ≈ 40◦ , there is no strong zenith dependence visible. To not spoil
remaining plots shown in this study with data where the expected standard rate is reduced due to
zenith dependence, runs having a zenith distance > 40◦ are excluded from now on.
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4. Long Term Behavior

Virtual Trigger rate [Hz]

Plotting the virtual trigger rate versus MJD (Figure 3), there is a clear band of data with
good performance. Runs with significantly reduced rate can be identified. On top of this, there is a
longterm seasonal structure visible. Investigations are ongoing to fully characterize and understand
this systematics6 , but this is beyond the scope of this presentation. Nevertheless, temperature
dependency of the SiPM sensors can be excluded as a major contribution [10]. As long as this
systematics cannot be predicted, rather loose cuts should be applied to decide about data quality in
real time. For offline analysis, the shape can be taken into account and a harder cut be applied.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the virtual trigger rate versus time for 2.5 years. Short term reduction of the rate
indicate reduced Cherenkov yield. The reason for the seasonal variation is under investigation.

6 Seasonal

variations due to change of the atmosphere are predicted by [8], and an effect mainly due to aerosols has
been reported in [9].
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Figure 2 shows the virtual trigger rate for Atrig = 700 mV versus the DC current drawn by the
photo sensors. This current is proportional to the amount of photons recorded, so mainly a measure
of the amount of ambient light. During dark nights, the current is ≈ 5µA and corresponds to a
measured background rate of ≈ 30 million photons per second and pixel. FACT standard operation
extends to a current of at most 100µA, corresponding to more than 500 million photons per second
and pixel. Most data is taken under dark conditions, i.e. no moon light or pointing far from the
moon. But also for data with current  10µA the dark band of standard rate shows no significant
dependency from the amount of ambient light. Therefore, a cut based on the virtual trigger rate for
Atrig = 700 mV does not have to include a dependency on the DC current.
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5. Sensitivity of the Method

6. Applying the Method
The Crab nebula is expected to emit a constant flux of gamma-rays and is therefore used as a
standard candle. To check if the method does reliably identify data sets with reduced data quality,
it would be best to apply it to observations of the Crab nebula and check if runs with a small
reconstructed flux get rejected. But FACT with it’s small mirror area is mainly sensitive to rare
gamma-rays with energies in the TeV energy range. This results in measuring only few tens of
gamma-rays from the Crab nebula per hour,
Instead, we use the so-called background rate. This is the number of hadronic events misidentified as gamma-rays but not originating from the direction of the observed source. To have
the lowest energy threshold, only observations during dark nights and a zenith distance < 40◦ are
taken into account. To increase the statistics for individual data sets, four sequential five minute
runs are grouped into a twenty minutes run.
Figure 5 shows the background rate calculated for each data set with the Quick Look Analysis
in quasi real-time[11]. Runs plotted in red are those that are excluded by the cut used in figure 1.
It is evident that runs with lowest rates are cut. Due to large statistical fluctuations and a cut that
already rejects runs with moderate reduction of the virtual trigger rate, it is not expected that all
rejected runs show significantly reduced background rate.
7 During

the repair, all mirrors were realigned. In first approximation, this should not affect a sum-trigger study
since the light is still focused into a trigger patch. But there might be higher order effects.
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There remains the question to what reduction of Cherenkov yield the method is sensitive to.
This can be investigated with extensive Monte Carlo studies, but preliminary information can also
be gained by comparing the virtual trigger rates recorded in early 2014. In March/April 2014, one
of the 30 mirror tiles of the FACT reflector was missing after being damaged in a heavy snow
storm. This corresponds to an ≈ 3.3% reduction of the Cherenkov light focused into the camera.
Comparing the distributions in Figure 4 one can see an ≈ 13% reduction of the virtual trigger rate
with reduced mirror area compared to the rates measured after mirror repair.
Taking into account the integral spectral in140
dex of charged cosmic ray particles of ≈ −1.7
Reflector -1 mirror March/April 2014
120
Reflector complete June 2014
[5], from a 3.3% reduction in Cherenkov yield
100
a corresponding rate reduction of ≈ 6% is ex80
pected. There could be an additional contribution
60
Preliminary
from the seasonal variation, but (at least for 2015
40
20
and 2016) this effect has the tendency to result
0
in lower rates measured in summer. The reason
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for the observed further rate reduction is under inFigure 4: Distribution of the virtual trigger rate
vestigation7 . Nevertheless, this measurement and
measured during and after one of the 30 mirror
[10] indicate that even with a small IACT like
tiles of the FACT reflector was missing.
FACT, a reduction of the Cherenkov yield on the
percentage level can be seen within few minutes.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the background rate calculated with the Quick Look Analysis of FACT for data
sets taken during dark night and zenith distance< 40◦ . The red entries are removed when applying the cut
shown in figure 1

7. Summary and Outlook
We have presented a method that allows to qualify data taken with FACT in quasi real time
without the need for any auxiliary device or dedicated observation time. While more work is
necessary to fully understand all effects, it is evident that within few minutes a small telescope like
FACT can identify a change of the Cherenkov yield.
We can imagine several application for this method at IACTs, among them:
• It allows to measure data taking quality in quasi real time without the need to operate auxiliary devices like a Lidar. This can simplify operation and reduce costs. If a Lidar is still
preferred due to the possibility to characterize the atmosphere in detail, the method allows to
reduce the operation time of the Lidar: When the virtual trigger rate is good, the atmosphere
is good and there is no need for Lidar measurements. If the virtual trigger rate is bad, there
are too strong atmospheric effects to be reliably corrected for. So a Lidar is only necessary
in case of moderate reduction of the virtual trigger rate. This results in less disturbance of
neighboring instruments.
• Since the method is sensitive to the performance of the complete system consisting of the
telescope and the atmosphere, it can also indicate reduced performance of a telescope itself. Long term degradation or significantly differing measurements between neighboring
telescopes will be a strong indication for a hardware problem of one telescope.
Due to the steep power law spectrum of cosmic ray particles, large IACTs that are sensitive to
also lower energetic showers are able to work with higher counting rates and therefore better sensitivity. In addition, higher energetic showers penetrate deeper into the atmosphere and the majority
of Cherenkov photons are emitted from the shower maximum close to the end. So higher energetic
and therefore brighter showers are less affected by high altitude clouds than lower energetic ones.
So for large IACTs, it seems feasible to apply different Atrig values. Clouds at rather high altitude
would then only affect the virtual trigger rates for small Atrig , while low altitude clouds would affect the rates for all Atrig values. This would allow to gain information about altitude distribution
of atmospheric effects.
7
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Even more precise information can probably be gained by not using only trigger-like information as in the presented method. By fully reconstructing each hadronic event one can extract the
spectrum of charged cosmic ray particles. Alterations of the measured spectra between datasets
could contain sufficient information about the atmosphere to extract and apply correction factors.
As mentioned before, there is no need for any auxiliary device or for dedicated observation
time to apply this method.
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